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Converting Waste Toilet Paper into Electricity:
A First-Stage Technoeconomic Feasibility Study
Els van der Roest,[a, b] Mijndert van der Spek,*[a, c] Andrea Ramirez,[a, d]
Bob van der Zwaan,[e, f, g] and Gadi Rothenberg*[e]
We studied the possibility of converting waste toilet paper
(WTP) into electricity. WTP is a waste stream with continuous availability and negative cost, but it is difficult to handle,
as it contains fecal matter. The process we explored had two
stages: WTP gasification followed by direct conversion into
electricity in a high-temperature solid-oxide fuel cell
(SOFC). The process was studied on a 10 ktpa scale by using
real-life parameter values obtained from industrial sources.
We presented the basic system design, as well as its electricity yield and overall efficiency on the basis of detailed massand energy-balance calculations. By explorative technoeconomic analysis and sensitivity analysis, we found an electric
efficiency of 57 %, which is similar to that of a natural gas

combined cycle plant. The levelized cost of electricity
(LCOE) was 20.3 ¢ kWh@1, which is comparable at present to
that of residential photovoltaic installations. The systemQs
capital costs are relatively high, mainly as a result of SOFC
investment costs, but we expect these costs to decrease as the
market of cells develops. The operating costs are relatively
low, partly thanks to the high thermodynamic efficiency
( & 70 %). Currently, the fuel costs are negative (because we
use waste as a raw material), yet this could change if the
value of WTP would increase as a result of this process.
Learning effects could make the system more competitive in
the future with an LCOE of approximately 11 ¢ kWh@1.

Introduction

[a] E. van der Roest, Dr. M. van der Spek, Prof. Dr. A. Ramirez
Copernicus Institute of Sustainable Development
University of Utrecht
Heidelberglaan 2, 3584 CS Utrecht (The Netherlands)
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Homepage: http://www.uu.nl/en/research/copernicus-institute-of-sustainabledevelopment

One of the biggest challenges of a sustainable society is the
efficient matching of resources and demands.[1–3] In our
changing world, one way to increase resource efficiency is by
looking at waste from a different perspective—as a resource.
This idea is highly attractive, as it enables society to close
loops and ultimately to become truly sustainable.[4] Another
advantage of waste is that, per definition, no one wants it,
and therefore, its cost is negative. This condition, however,
does not apply to all forms of biomass waste: in many cases,
waste biomass streams are already part of an existing process.[5–7]
Nevertheless, streams of “true waste” do exist. A good example is waste toilet paper (WTP), which is a special and relatively unexplored case. The presence of fecal matter gives it
a different juridical status, which limits its use. Waste toilet
paper is not considered a resource—as a matter of fact,
people usually prefer not to think about it at all. Yet it is a
rich source of carbon and contains 70–80 wt % of cellulose
on a dry basis.[8, 9] Furthermore, it is continuously available in
the developed world regardless of country and season. In
Western Europe, the WTP stream is estimated at 10–
14 kg capita@1 year@1,[8, 9] and accounts for 30–50 % of the
floating parts of sewage waste water.[9] Relative to other
forms of municipal waste such as animal/vegetal (average
61 kg capita@1 year@1 in Europe) or mixed ordinary waste
(average 259 kg capita@1 year@1 in Europe), the stream is
modest but is significant.[10] Furthermore, WTP is one of the
few raw materials with a negative cost. Whereas its value
may vary across countries and regions, in the Netherlands
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Figure 1. Schematic of the two-step process for converting WTP into electricity by using a gasification device and a SOFC.

the current price is @70 E t@1.[9] This value could change if
WTP would be viewed as a resource rather than a waste.
In this paper, we match the continuous availability of
WTP with societyQs increasing demand for electricity. We examine the possibility of combining gasification devices with
high-temperature solid-oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) by creating
a direct route from unwanted waste to a useful product (see
Figure 1). Our goal is to assess the feasibility of a WTP-toelectricity system. Using technoeconomic analysis methods
for early assessment, we present a basic process design, an
overall energy balance, and an economic study for this concept. Our calculations are based on a 10 ktpa scale on the
basis of the amount of waste toilet paper that is gathered in
the Amsterdam region. The input data were obtained from a
sewage-processing company (WaterNet) and a waste-toenergy company (Afvalenergiebedrijf). These companies are
located next to each other, which facilitates the logistics of
the concept and eliminates transport costs. WaterNet has the
possibility to sieve WTP from the wastewater that they collect from all Amsterdam households through the sewage
system. This would usually become part of the sludge, but
applying WTP separation will result in a 40 % reduction in
WaterNetQs energy use.[8] Therefore, WaterNet is currently
looking into alternative ways to process waste toilet paper.
Here, we discuss one possible option. In other countries and
locations, waste-water treatment plants could install sieves to
filter out toilet paper, which would thereby reduce their
energy use. With the system explained here, WTP can be
pressed and processed further on site.

Results and Discussion
A process workflow for converting waste toilet paper into
electricity
First, we analyzed the composition and calculated the heating value of waste toilet paper (Table 1). These data were
used as input for a gasification model based on wood gasification, as wood and WTP have similar cellulose contents.[11]
For comparison, the data for wood used in the original gasification model are also shown. The model data was integrated
into a three-step workflow: gasification, cleaning, and electrochemical conversion.
Figure 2 shows the key units of the process. Before entering the gasifier, the waste toilet paper is dried from 60 %
Energy Technol. 2017, 5, 2189 – 2197

Table 1. Chemical characterization of waste toilet paper.
Content

WTP

Standard deviation

Wood[a]

0.84
0.38
1.14
0.27
0.48
n.a.[c]
1.35

48.25
6.37
45.23
0.13
0.1
0.1
0.32
25

[b]

Elemental [wt % daf ]
C
44.92
H
6.53
O
47.47
N
0.58
S
0.32
Cl
0.19
ash[d]
4.75
moisture[e]
60
Energy [MJ kg@1][f]
LHV[g]
HHV[h]

16.13
17.49

[a] White Labee pallets, as used in the ECN model.[11] [b] daf = dried, ashfree. [c] Not available. [d] In wt % dry. [e] Moisture content for WTP in wt %
is before drying; after drying it is reduced to 25 % and is thus comparable
to that of wood. [f ] Derived using the formula of Channiwala and Parikh.[12]
[g] LHV = lower heating value. [h] HHV = higher heating value.

down to 25 % moisture. The energy needed for this drying
process can be fulfilled with the rest heat from the gasifier
and solid-oxide fuel cell; details of the energy analysis and
heat integration can be found in the Supporting Information
(parts S1-B and S1-C). It is then gasified in the MILENA
gasifier (the inner part, shown in red). The energy for this
endothermic step comes from burning char and tar—which
are rest products from gasification—in the combustion chamber (the outer part, shown in green). The organic matter is
converted into a product gas, which mainly contains hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and methane. More
information about the reactions occurring during gasification
can be found in the Supporting Information (part S1-A). The
product gas then passes through a cyclone, which removes
char and ash. These are recycled into the combustion chamber of the gasifier. Subsequently, the gas enters the tar removal system (OLGA), which consists of three separate columns to remove both light and heavy tars with scrubbing
oil.[13] The product gas is cooled to 80 8C in the first column
(collector) and removes the heavy tars with scrubbing oil.
Then, the product gas enters an absorber, in which light tars
are removed and absorbed by scrubbing oil. In the third
column, the tars are removed from the scrubbing oil with hot
air (320 8C) and are recycled into the combustor. Moreover,
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Figure 2. Basic process scheme for a plant converting waste toilet paper into electricity. The inner (red) part of the MILENA is the gasifier, whereas the outer
(green) part represents the combustor. HDS stands for hydrodesulfurization. Heat exchangers (HX) that are part of the main stream are large, whereas those
of side streams are drawn smaller.

the product gas is pumped into the water scrubber, which reduces its water content and removes HCl and a portion of
NH3. Next, the gas is compressed, because the hydrodesulfurization (HDS) reactor requires an elevated pressure. The
HDS reactor converts all the organic sulfur in the gas (such
as COS and thiophene) into hydrogen sulfide. It also converts HCN into NH3 and hydrogenates all of the aliphatic
olefins (but no aromatics). The gas goes to the ZnO reactor,
which converts H2S into ZnS. Finally, the gas is depressurized
and heated to 800 8C before entering the fuel cell.
Electricity production and process efficiency
We generated mass and energy balances for each system
component in Figure 2, and this was followed by preliminary
integration of possible heat sources and sinks. Combining
these, we obtained an overall energy balance containing the
main energy flows. Table 2 gives an overview of this energy
analysis on the basis of Equations (1) and (2) given in the
Experimental Section (a detailed mass and energy balance of
all equipment parts is included in the Supporting Information, part S1-B). The energy content of the 10 kt year@1 (dry)
toilet paper is 44.7 GWh (161 PJ), which by continuous operation results in an input of 5 MW thermal energy. With this
input, our system can produce 2.8 MW of electricity. Because
Energy Technol. 2017, 5, 2189 – 2197

Table 2. Electricity yield, electrical efficiency, and total system efficiency.
Parameter

Unit

Value

material input: WTP
yield of electricity (output)
yield of heat (output)
electrical efficiency SOFC (LHV-based)
total efficiency

MW
MW
MW
%
%

4.9
2.8
0.62
57.2
69.7

the availability of the system is set at 80 % (see Table 3), this
gives a total yearly electricity production of 20.2 GWh. This
is enough for 6400 Amsterdam households (the average
household consumes 3150 kWh year@1[14]). The electric efficiency of the system is 57.2 %. If the rest heat is included,
the total system efficiency increases to nearly 70 %. To put
this value into perspective, we compare it to waste incineration, the logical alternative for electricity production from
WTP. The electric efficiency of waste incineration is 20–
30 %,[15–17] so our process appears to be 2–3 times more efficient. Indeed, it is comparable to the natural gas combined
cycle process (NGCC), which has an electrical efficiency of
56–60 %.[18–20]

T 2017 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Table 3. Economic input data and key results.
Economic data
Economic input data
project lifetime
discount rate
availability
electricity price
fuel costs
heat price
plant construction time
scale factor SOFC
indirect cost factor SOFC
contingencies

Key results
total plant costs[h] (CAPEX)
OPEX
annual benefits
electricity production

Abbreviation

Unit

Value

L
r

year
%
%
E MW h@1
E t@1
E GJ@1
year

16[a]
5[b]
80
49.2[c]
@20[d]
5[e]
1
0.85[f ]
1.14[g]
10

F

%

I/TPC
OM
B
E

ME
ME year@1
ME year@1
GWh

32.7
0.91[i]
1.06
20.2

[a] Based on fuel-cell lifetime.[25] [b] We assume that this type of installations will be at the interface of the public and private sectors; hence, the
discount rate lies in between a commercial (10 %) and social (3 %) rate.[27]
[c] Average sale price for electricity over the last 10 years in the Netherlands.[28] [d] This price was chosen at @20 E t@1 instead of the current
@70 E t@1 on the basis of the assumption that the price of WTP will increase if it is considered a resource rather than a waste. [e] Obtained from
the Amsterdam Waste-to-Energy company. [f ] Large-scale FCs are made of
modular stacks, so scaling effects are small. Only the stack packaging is
affected by scaling.[29] [g] On the basis of the recommendations for postcombustion CO2 capture.[30] [h] See the Supporting Information for a detailed breakdown of CAPEX. [i] On the basis of supplier data (Royal Dahlman) for a stand-alone installation.

Economic feasibility of the system
This WTP-to-electricity process shows high electrical and
total efficiency. However, is it economically viable? To
answer this, we calculated the levelized cost of electricity
(LCOE) as well as the net present value (NPV) by following
Equations (3) and (4) (see the Experimental section). With
the economic assumptions given in Table 3, the NPV for this
system is @32.3 ME, whereas the LCOE is 20.3 ¢ kWh@1, and
the internal rate of return would be @16.2 %. These results
show that the system is currently economically unfeasible.
This is mainly due to the large capital expenses (CAPEX) of
the system, as shown in Figure 3. Within the CAPEX, the investment in SOFCs and later stack replacements have the
largest impact on the LCOE (42 %). In this respect, learning
effects on the costs of SOFCs could have a significant
impact,[21, 22] as the SOFC market is not yet mature.[23, 24]
However, with the extraordinary increase in renewable
energy production, SOFCs could soon play an important role
in grid balancing.[25] The capacity of installed photovoltaics
grew by 25 % (50 GW) to 227 GW in 2014, whereas for wind
power 63 GW extra capacity was installed in that year.[26]
SOFC technology could assist in balancing the intermittent
nature of renewable energy, and therefore, we expect a considerable growth in SOFC capacity in the future. This will
significantly reduce the costs of SOFC systems because of
the “economies of scale” effect.
Energy Technol. 2017, 5, 2189 – 2197

Figure 3. LCOE build up. Left column shows the division between CAPEX
(80 %) and OPEX (20 %) in terms of the LCOE. Of the total LCOE, the SOFC
investment costs take up 42 %. Fuel costs are negative, yielding an LCOE of
20.3 ¢ kWh@1 (right column).

Our analysis shows that with an average learning scenario
(see the Experimental Section) for SOFCs, the LCOE could
decrease to 11. ¢ kWh@1 with an installed capacity of 50 GW
(Figure 4). The different learning scenarios for the gasifier
lead to a LCOE of 17.7 ¢ kWh@1 at 500 GW installed capacity
for the average scenario (Figure 5). Learning curves for the
cleaning system are not shown, as the effect is too small.
Overall, this implies that even with learning effects the
LCOE will not reach the current average electricity selling
price of 4.9 ¢ kWh@1.
From another perspective, the electricity from WTP could
displace electricity from fossil sources such as coal and gas.
The CO2 emissions for this system on the basis of the gasification model are 157 gCO2 kWh@1, whereas bituminous coal
power plants emit 860–920 gCO2 kWh@1 and lignite power
plants emit 990 gCO2 kWh@1.[31] Upon taking into account that

Figure 4. Learning curve with three different scenarios for the SOFC component of the WTP-to-electricity system compared with the current electricity
price.

T 2017 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Sensitivity analysis
Given the novelty of the concept and the uncertainty in the
data assumptions, it was important to conduct a sensitivity
analysis.[33] In this study, eight input parameters were selected
and varied over an appropriate range to assess their impact
on the LCOE in a local sensitivity analysis (see Table 4).

Table 4. Parameters, values, and ranges used in the sensitivity analysis.

Figure 5. Learning curve with three different scenarios for the gasifier component of the WTP-to-electricity system compared with the current electricity
price.

WTP originates from biomass, the CO2 emissions would be
comparable to those of electricity from renewable sources.
As Figure 6 shows, the LCOE of the WTP-to-electricity
system is higher than that of commercial PVs and that of onshore wind energy, yet it lies within the higher range of that
of residential PVs and that of off-shore wind energy. Thus, in
terms of economic attractiveness, our concept can compete
with the higher end of renewable energy systems.

Figure 6. Comparison of our WTP-to-electricity system with renewable energy
technologies. Data from the International Energy Agency/Nuclear Energy
Agency projected costs of generating electricity;[32] values with a 7 % discount
rate were used.

Energy Technol. 2017, 5, 2189 – 2197

Parameter

Base value

Range

water content WTP [%]
price of WTP [E t@1]
SOFC investment costs [M E]
efficiency SOFC [%] (LHV)
lifetime of project [year]
discount rate [%]
OM costs [k E year@1]

60
@20
11.8
55
16
5
911

50–70[a]
@70 to + 10[b]
2.5–17.0[c]
45–70[d]
10–30[e]
3–10[f ]
730–1400[g]

[a] Variation found in the STOWA/WaterNet report on WTP.[9] [b] @70 E t@1
is the current price WaterNet now pays to process WTP, whereas
+ 10 E t@1 pertains to a scenario in which there are more competitive processes for converting WTP. We expect that once WTP is used as a process
feed, its value will increase. [c] Lower and higher range based on published
work.[21, 22, 34–36] [d] On the basis of published work.[24, 36–39] [e] Lower range is
based on lowest lifetime of similar projects;[13, 40, 41] higher range is expected lifetime of the gasifier (Royal Dahlman, personal communication).
[f] Lower range is discount rate for government projects; higher range for
commercial projects.[27] [g] Lower range @20 %, higher range + 50 %.[42]

The results of the sensitivity analysis are shown in
Figure 7. This graph gives a broad overview of the change in
the LCOE if other data assumptions would be applied in the
calculations. The range of these data was carefully chosen, so
the graph gives a good overview of the possible changes in
the LCOE. The price of WTP has the highest impact on the
LCOE. The project lifetime is second, and is now set to a
fuel-cell lifetime of 16 years (although the relation is not
linear, because we assumed that the SOFC stacks would be
replaced every 4 years[25]). The third most-sensitive input parameter is the SOFC cost. Data from different sources vary,
and some papers include learning effects, which results in a
broad range.[22, 24, 25, 29, 34, 43, 44] The graph underlines that learning in the SOFC market significantly reduces the LCOE.
The discount rate stands in the fourth place, which shows, as
expected, that a decrease in the discount rate leads to a
lower LCOE and vice versa. Next, the lines for efficiency of
the SOFC and the amount of WTP overlap in range and
slope. Thus, an increase in SOFC efficiency leads to a reduced LCOE, though the average effect is smaller than that
for the aforementioned parameters. In addition to more detailed parameter sensitivity analysis, further insight can be
obtained by investigating parameter strength, for instance by
performing a pedigree analysis.[45, 46]
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Figure 7. Sensitivity plot, wherein the abscissa shows the deviation from the base value of the LCOE (at 0 %), whereas the ordinate shows the LCOE value. The
project lifetime has an irregular shape because the stack replacement costs for the SOFC were done at fixed moments instead of continuously.

Conclusions
In this paper, we examined the potential of waste toilet
paper as a resource instead of an unwanted waste stream. It
can be converted into electricity at an exceptionally high
electric efficiency of 57 % by using a combination of gasification and fuel-cell technology. This option was found to be
more efficient than incineration (which gives 20–30 % electric efficiency[47, 48]). On this basis, a first technoeconomic
analysis was conducted. The system is, under the current conditions, not competitive with a levelized cost of electricity
(LCOE) of approximately 20.3 ¢ kWh@1. The price of WTP
will depend on the country or case under consideration, and
it will influence the LCOE. Our findings indicate that the
LCOE is mainly driven by the fuel-cell investment cost,
which has a large sensitivity range. Learning effects could
reduce the LCOE substantially. Given that the solid-oxide
fuel cell market is still developing, strong learning-by-doing
and economies-of-scale effects are expected. This could
result in a decrease in the LCOE on the longer term from
20.3 to 11 ¢ kWh@1 in an average learning scenario. All in all,
we believe that this concept can bring us one step closer to
creating sustainable and healthy urban environments and deserves further attention.

Methods
Process design elements
Our conceptual process design has three steps: gasifier, a cleaning system, and a SOFC. We chose the indirect MILENA gasifier
because it utilizes air as an oxidant. This avoids an expensive
oxygen-separation unit, without diluting the product gas with nitrogen.[11, 49, 50] The gasifier is called indirect because the gasification and combustion process are separated. The gasification
chamber is located within the combustion chamber to achieve
good heat exchange, yet it avoids mixing exhaust and product
gasses. The other indirect gasifier available at the right scale and
level of development is the fast internally circulated fluidized
Energy Technol. 2017, 5, 2189 – 2197

bed (FICFB).[51–53] The MILENA gasifier, however, has a higher
efficiency for the production of synthetic natural gas thanks to a
low steam/biomass ratio.[11]
We modeled the unit by working at atmospheric pressure with a
gasifier temperature of 850 8C, a gasifier outlet temperature of
800 8C, and a combustor temperature and outlet temperature of
900 8C. The gas cleaning system is partly based on the ECN
methanation system (ESME) for biosynthetic natural-gas production. This system can remove all necessary contaminants
from the gas.[54] Furthermore, it recycles tars to the gasifier by
using the OLGA tar-removal system.[13] The tars are burned as
fuel, which thereby increases the energy efficiency. The fuel-cell
stage comprises a solid-oxide fuel cell (SOFC) that can utilize
light hydrocarbons as fuel. This cell has an all-solid construction,
and its high operation temperature allows heat cogeneration,
which can be used for drying the feed.[37, 38, 55] The SOFC was
modeled by operating at 800 8C with an outlet temperature of
1000 8C and a pressure of 0.14 MPa.[43]

Energy analysis
To the best of our knowledge, there is no published data for
WTP gasification. We therefore based our system on the ECN
model for wood gasification[11] yet used the composition of actual
WTP. Wood and WTP both have cellulose as their main component. Wood contains 40–80 % cellulose,[56] whereas WTP has 70–
80 % cellulose.[8, 9] By combining the product gas composition
from our model with conversion and/or removal rates of the
cleaning equipment, we set up mass and energy balances. Pressure drops were not considered. For the SOFC, we used an efficiency of 55 % on the basis of the lower heating value
(LHV).[25, 43] We performed heat integration by matching heat
sources and sinks and calculated the final energy balance and the
net electricity yield. The electric efficiency (helec) and total efficiency (htotal) were calculated according to Equations (1) and (2).

Eelec;out @ Eelec;in
helec ¼ P
> 100 %
Efuel þ Eheat;in

ð1Þ

Eelec;out þ Eheat;out @ Eelec;in
P
> 100 %
Efuel þ Eheat;in

ð2Þ

T 2017 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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htotal ¼

in which Eelec,out is the electricity produced, Eelec,in is the electricity
consumption of the system, Efuel is the energy in the fuel, Eheat,in
is the heat requirement of the system, and Eheat,out is the heat that
can be utilized at temperatures above 80 8C. All energy values
are given in kW.

in which Ct is the cost at produced or installed capacity Pt and C0
and P0 are the current price and capacity, respectively. The costs
are expressed in terms of the LCOE in ¢ kWh@1, and the capacity
in expressed in gigawatt (GW). The learning rate (lr) is expressed as a percentage, for which a is the learning index and
2@a is the progress ratio.

Economic analysis

To create the learning curve, the LCOE was split up into four
components: fuel cell, gasifier, cleaning system, and “the rest”.
The first three parts all have their own learning rates, whereas
the fourth is kept constant. We analyzed three scenarios with appropriate learning rates for each respective component (see
Table 5).

We calculated two economic indicators: the net present value
[NPV, Equation (3)] and the levelized cost of electricity [LCOE,
Equation (4)]. The NPV estimates the current value of a project
if all cash flows over the project lifetime are discounted. The
LCOE gives the price at which electricity is produced by the
system over the project lifetime.[27, 57]

NPV ¼ @I þ

L
X
B @ OM @ F

ð1 þ r Þi

i¼1

LCOE ¼

I0 þ

Table 5. Learning rates for learning curve analysis.[a]

ð3Þ

L
P
OM@F
i¼1

L
P
i¼1

ð1þrÞi

E
ð1þr Þi

ð4Þ

in which I0 is the total plant cost (CAPEX) in E, B is the annual
benefits in E year@1, OM is the operation and maintenance cost
(or OPEX) in E year@1, F is the fuel cost in E year@1, r is the discount rate in %, L is the project lifetime in years, and E is the
electricity production in kWh year@1.
The input data used in the calculations are given in Table 4 (note
that the current price for WTP is @70 E t@1, but if WTP is viewed
as a resource rather than a waste the price may increase; thus,
we set a price of @20 E t@1 for economic analysis). As capital expenses (CAPEX), the total plant costs are calculated, including
the investment costs of the gasifier, cleaning system, and SOFC
plus engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC) costs and
contingencies. The costs of the gasifier and cleaning system were
obtained from a supplier directly and already include EPC. The
costs for the SOFC were obtained from a 2015 European fuelcell market report and were scaled appropriately.[25] Cost escalation was performed to include indirect costs and to obtain the
EPC of the SOFC (detailed CAPEX specifications are included
in the Supporting Information).

Learning-curve analysis
As the technology is at an early stage of development, there is
significant space for improvement. We ran a learning-curve analysis to study possible future scenarios for the LCOE. Basically,
the use of learning curves is based on empirical experience showing that production costs will decrease by a constant factor with
each doubling of the production amount.[57] There are two main
types of learning. The first is pure learning, which is due to increased knowledge and experience with increasing production.
The second is economy of scale, for which the building and use
of larger units decreases capital expenses. In our analysis, we
used classic learning equations [Equations (5) and (6)] to generate the learning curves.

.

Pt
Ct ¼ C0 ?
P0

-@a

lr ¼ 1 @ 2@a
Energy Technol. 2017, 5, 2189 – 2197

ð5Þ
ð6Þ

Component

Scenario[b]
conserv. Ref. av.

gasifier
6
cleaning system 11
fuel cell
20

Current installed
Ref. optim. Ref. capacity [GW]

[58] 10 [59] 14
[18] 11.5
12
[21] 27 [21] 44

[18] 1
[58] 50
[21] 0.2

[a] The learning rates are given in %. The current installed capacity is
most accurate for SOFC fuel cells.[60–62] For the cleaning system[18, 58]
(mainly sulfur removal) and a biomass gasifier,[18, 58, 59] approximations
were made. [b] Conservative, average, and optimistic.
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